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Cultural competence:

"Cultural competence - Having the capacity to function effectively as an individual
and an organization within the context of the cultural beliefs, behaviors and needs
presented by consumers and their communities."

-US Dept Health & Human Services

Cultural humility:
"Understanding that one's view of the world is impacted by one's individual learning
history and that different environmental and learning histories impact the behavior
of others."

"Using a posture of cultural humility requires individuals to self-monitor private verbal
behavior and rules regarding the labels right and wrong, while considering others'
learning histories when delivering behavior services."

-Beaulieu & Jimenez-Gomez, 2022

Cultural responsiveness:

Cultural responsiveness involves understanding and appropriately including and
responding to the combination of cultural variables and the full range of
dimensions of diversity that an individual brings to interactions. 
Cultural responsiveness requires valuing diversity, seeking to further cultural
knowledge, and working toward the creation of community spaces and
workspaces where diversity is valued.  

-Hopf et. al, 2021



Culture impacts:
communication
daily routines
habits
greetings
parenting styles
concepts
values
beliefs
respondent behavior
traditions

Diversity relates to the intersectionality of various demographic variables
race
ethnicity
age
generation
education
socioeconomic status

religion
spiritual beliefs
language
nationality
genographic location
disability

gender identity
sexual orientation

3 Dimensions of Cultural Responsiveness

Awareness
Knowledge
Skills



Ethical overlaps

Cultural 
responsiveness

ABA/
BACB Ethics

Avoids stereotypes
Avoids gross
overgeneralizations
Distinct intersecting cultural
variables impacting
individuals
Relationship building
Working collaboratively
Continuous approach

Core principles:
Benefit others
Treat others with compassion,
dignity, & respect

Ethics codes:
2.09 Involving Clients &
Stakeholders
3.01 Responsibility to Clients

Self-assessment
Tact your own culture, beliefs, attitudes, & biases

"Systematically evaluating the cultural variables that have shaped one's own
behavior pattern and the manner in which these cultural variables impact
behavior and interactions with others."

"Self-discriminating histories of reinforcement & punishments sustain by the
groups to which one belongs"

-Beaulieu & Jimenez-Gomez, 2022
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